
ABOUT THE HERO MINDSET
 
Strong individuals and organizations thrive by having the right mindset -
The Hero Mindset - which is about focusing on small things that make a big
difference.
 
Managing change can be difficult in so many different ways. Leadership
changes, implementing new strategic plans, shifting roles and restructuring
companies can create levels of uncertainty where employees live in a fixed
mindset versus a growth mindset. Mental health becomes paramount, and
soon fear is driving behaviour.
 
In order to drive results and embrace change, it's up to individuals coming
together as a whole to recognize where they can accept responsibility for
their situation, determine what the next step looks like, and adopt a positive
frame of mind despite the adversity they face.
 
Every day, by focusing on Hero Moments, Hero Decisions, and Hero Actions,
we can all be the hero of our own movie.
 
ABOUT KEVIN REMPEL
 
Paralyzed at the age of 23, Kevin not only learned how to walk again, but
overcame the mental battle of both depression and living with a disability to
rebuild his life, eventually reaching the Paralympic podium in sledge
hockey.
 
Today, Kevin is a full time entrepreneur through both keynote speaking and
running his corporate team building program, The Sledge Hockey
Experience.
 
Kevin is an expert in change management, mental health, and resilience as
he speaks on The Hero Mindset which enables organizations to drive results
and embrace change.

Rene Quceria
VP, Mobile Mortgage Specialists,

TD Bank

He is an engaging speaker
with a compelling story that

needs to be heard and
listened to. 

 
He is inspiring, humble and

reminds us that we can
beat anything life throws at

us with the right attitude
and a focus on doing the

daily activity that will
ultimately result in
compound success.

Lynda Rose
General Manager,

Mary Kay

We have had Kevin at two of
our leadership meetings and

he absolutely rocked it!
Straight from the heart with

his key messages and impact.

The Hero Mindset Keynote & Workshop

Kevin Rempel
2014 Paralympic Bronze Medalist,

Sledge Hockey

BOOK 
KEVIN TODAY!

Email: kevin@kevinrempel.com  |  Phone: 416-895-5957  |  Web: www.kevinrempel.com


